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ON COUNTABLE COMPACTNESS

AND SEQUENTIAL COMPACTNESS

ZHOU HAO-XUAN

Abstract. If a countably compact 7"3 space X can be expressed as a union of less

then c many first countable subspaces, then MA implies that X is sequentially

compact. Also MA implies that every countably compact space of size < c is

sequentially compact. However, there is a model of ZFC in which u,<c and there

is a countably compact, separable 7"2 space of size u,, which is not sequentially

compact.

It is well known that every sequentially compact space is countably compact, but

the reverse is false. Even compact spaces need not be sequentially compact. It is

interesting to note that by adding some restrictions on the size of spaces, (countable)

compactness of spaces is sometimes enough to guarantee sequential compactness.

For instance, any compact space of size w, is sequentially compact [L] (also see

[F, MS and W]).

A natural question is whether countably compact spaces of size < c are sequen-

tially compact. The main result of this paper shows that it is undecidable in ZFC.

w* means ßu\u, and for any P G u, P* = (C\ßu P)\P is a clopen subset of u*.

Let A" be a space with a dense subset A = {a¡: i < u}. Each x G X corresponds to a

closed subset of «*; namely, Cx A = H {{z < w: a¡ G U}*: U is a neighborhood of

x}. Let t/* = {z: a, G U}*.

Lemma 1. (i) A space X is countably compact iff U {Cx A : x G X} is dense in <o* for

every infinite countable subset A of X.

(ii) A space X is sequentially compact iff for every infinite countable subset A,

Intu. Cx A t^ 0 for some x G X.

Proof, (i) It suffices to note that for any infinite P G w and x G X, Cx A n P* =£

0 iff* G Clx{a,: i EP}.

(ii) It suffices to note that for any infinite P G u and x G X, {a¡: i G P}

converges to x iff P* G Cx A.

For brevity, in the following we shall use Cx instead of Cx A, if there is no

ambiguity.

Lemma 2 [KS]. (MA) The union of less than c many nowhere dense subsets of w* is

still nowhere dense in u*.
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Thus we have

Theorem 3. (MA) Every countably compact space of size < c is sequentially

compact.

Rudin and Kunen (see [O]) have shown that if a countably compact T2 space can

be expressed as a union of {Xn: n < w), where for each x G Xn, \(x, Xn) = w, then

X is sequentially compact.

Theorem 4. (MA) // a countably compact T3 space X can be expressed as a union of

{Xa: a < k}, where k < c and for each x G Xa, x(x, Xa) < c, then X is sequentially

compact.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 5. If X is a dense subset of a T3 space Y, then for each x G X, x(x, X) =

X(x, Y).

Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, let A — {a¡: i < w} be a discrete

countable dense subset of X with no subsets which are convergent sequences. Thus

Intu. Cx= 0 for all jc G X - A (by Lemma 1).

For each a < k, let Da = U {Cx: x G Xa — A}. By Lemma 2, at least one of the

DJs is not nowhere dense. Let a0 be the first of such a. By MA, there is an infinite

P0Gu) such that P0* n C\u,Da = 0 for a < a0 and P0* G Clu.Dao. Since Da¡¡ is

dense in P0* and P0* is clopen, there is a Cx with Cx (1 P0* ¥= 0 for some

x G Xao- A. Then x G Clx{a¡: i G P0}.

By Lemma 5, we have x(x, Cl^A^) < c for all x G Xa and a < k.By MA there is

a P G P0 with P* G fi {{z < <o: a, G U}*: U G %}, where % is a family of open

neighborhoods of x such that % n Cl^Ä^ is a local base at x in Cl^A^ and

|%|< c. Consider any y G Xa with y ¥= x. There exists an open neighborhood Vofy

and U G % such tht Cl* U <1CAX V n Cl xXa¡¡ = 0. If | U il V il {a¡: iGP}\=u,

take any z G C\x{a, G U (1 V: i G P} (i.e. C° Pi P* =É 0). Then z G C\xXao, but

that contradicts z G ClxU (1 ClxV. Therefore, | U il V il {a¡: i G P} \< u and

zj* n V* n P* = K* n P* = 0. Hence P* (lCy= 0. Besides, it is not hard to

find an infinite Px G P such that Px* il Cx = 0, hence Px* (1 Dao= 0. Now,

continue the above construction and inductively define an increasing sequence {as:

8 < k} and a decreasing sequence (Ps* G «*: 8 < k} such that P8* D Uß<a Dß = 0.

At the ôth stage of induction, if 5 is a limit ordinal, by MA we find Ps C w with

P8* C UJ/<S P*. Then we let as = sup^<Ä ay. If 8 = v + I is a. successor ordinal, P is

defined as above, using Clx{a¡: i G P„} instead of X.

Finally, there is an infinite subset PkGu such that P^ tl Ua<kDa— 0. This is a

contradiction.

Now, we turn to the discussion of consistency of the negation of the statement in

Theorem 3.

First we establish some lemmas. The following is due to K. Kunen [BK].

Lemma 6. Let M be a countable transitive model with M V- GCH. There is an

<ow -stage iterated forcing construction (P0: a < w,) of CCC posets (for definitions, see
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[B, K]) such that for each successor a < u,, M[Ga] t= MA + 2" = ua, and M[Ga] N

2" < <o0+, for each limit ordinal a, where the Ga's are relevant Pa-generic filters over

M. Let M[Gai] = M.

Proof. By induction on a we define Pa and Qa (a < w,) such that lhp Qa is CCC

and |Qa|< wa+1. Direct limits (finite support) are always taken at limit stages. In

other cases let Pa+, = Pa * Q„. It is sufficient to note two facts which can be proved

by induction:

(a) for any a < to,, | Pa |< wa if a is successor, and | Pa |*5 coa+, if a is limit;

(b) for any a < ax, ^pyX < ua+x, 2X < wa+I.

In fact, (a) comes from the fact that \Qa\MlG"] < «a+1 and Lemma 3.2 in [B].

Assertion (b) is true because (2)XM[G-] <\Paf < «« = »„+.. By Theorem 6.3 in [K],

or the remark after Theorem 3.4 in [B], there is a CCC poset Qa in M[Ga] such that

lhp ,6 MA + 2" = aa+[ and lr-p | Qa |< »«+,. Define Pa+, = Pa,Q . Obviously, M N

Lemma 7. In the model M, there are clopen subsets Ua(a < <¿x) and Wa „for v < a

in as*, such that:

(i) Ua, Wa,v G M[Ga+2] for all v < a < «,;

(ii) for each v < a, Wav G C\^p<aWß^ n (U„\ U,<ß*aUp) and Wa¡a = Ua (it is

equivalent to say that Vv < a, Wav G ^v^ß<a Wßv\Ua);

(iii) both Ua and u*\Ua meet every clopen subset of u* in M[Ga+x];

(iv) both Wav and u*\Wav meet every clopen subset of ^„^ß<aWß\Ua in

M[Ga+x\;

(v) for any clopen subset QGu*, there is v<ux such that for any a>v,

Wa,vnQ^0* Q\Wa<v.

Proof. Suppose Uß and Wß p(v < ß) are defined for all ß < a and satisfy (i)-(iv).

Work in M[Ga+2\. Since M[Ga+2] N MA + c = wa+2, there is a clopen subset Ua of

M[Ga+2] such that Ua and u*\Ua both meet every clopen subset of <o* in M[Ga+x].

By the same reason, for any v < a there are clopen subsets Rv of M[Ga+2] such that

U{H;H is a clopen subset in M[Ga+x] and H G C\v^ß<aWß<v} G Rv G

V)v^ß<aYVßy This is possible because the number of íTs is less than coa+2 in

M[Ga+2\.

It is a simple application of MA Ac — ua+2 that, in M[Ga+2], there are clopen

subsets War G Rv\Ua forv<a such that both Wav and u*\Wa v meet every clopen

subset of M[Ga+x] which is contained in it„. Thus we have just completed our

induction.

To check (v), consider an arbitrary clopen subset H of M with H G u*. Assume

H G M[GP+X];we can easily prove the following, which ends our proof.

Claim. For any a >vA 1, Wa>v+X il H ^ 0 =¿ H\Wav+x.

The fact that Wr+h,+l il H ^ 0 ¥= H\Wp+Ur+l follows from the definition of

Ur+X = W,+Ur+X and (iii). If Wßp+X il H * 0 # H\WßtP+l hold for all v A 1 « ß

< a, there is an Hx G M[Ga+x] with Hx G C\i,+ x<.ß<aH il Wßv+X, whence Hx G

Rv+X and Wa,,+ l ilH{^0¥= Hx\Wa<y+x.
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Lemma 8. In M there is a maximal almost disjoint family (i.e. MADE) % of size w,

on us.

Proof. Suppose that a sequence {Uß: ß < a} of clopen subsets of w* has been

defined such that:

(i) Uß G M[Gß+2];
(H)foTanyßx<ß2,Ußin Ußi= 0;

(iii) for any v < ß and B G <$(u)M[C>^] with B* il (Ux</8t/x) = 0, B* il Uß ¥=

0.

Let a = {B G 9(a)"™; B* n (Uß<aUß) = 0}. Since M[Gtt+2] t|$|< «-+I

< wa+2 and MA + 2" = wa+2, there is a clopen subset í/a of w* in Af [Ga + 2] such

that Vß < a Ua il Uß = 0 and VB G <® Ua (1 B ¥= 0.

(i)-(iii) together imply that {Ua: a < w,} yields a MADF on w.

Lemma 9. // there is a MADE of size w, on u>, then there exists a MADF <%

consisting of countable subsets on to, with |$]= w,. Besides, if w, zs a countable union

of disjoint subsets An of size w,, z/zere « a/z /li)/7 <3 G %, where © = {B; B is countable

in usx andVn B il An is finite} and <§ is maximal in ©.

The proof of Lemma 9 follows immediately from

Lemma 10. Suppose there is a MADF of size w, on u, and {W¡: i < u} is a disjoint

family of clopen subsets in co*. Then there is a disjoint family % of clopen subsets in w*

with 1%!=«, such that VW = % WGo>*\ Ul<aW„ and {W,: i < to} U <¥ is

maximal.

Proof. Let {Ua: a < to} correspond to a MADF on to, where the t/a's are clopen

in u>*. It is not hard to prove that there is a permutation A of to such that

h*(U¡)— Wi for i < os, where h* is the automorphism of to* induced by h. For

u < a < aix, let Wa = h*(Ua) and % = {Wa: o) < a < <¿x}. These sets are as desired.

We are now ready to attack our final result, which with Theorem 3 provides a

complete answer to our question.

Theorem 11. // is consistent that to, < c and there is a T2 countably compact,

nonsequentially compact space of size to,.

Proof. Work in the model M. Let {t/„: v < ux} and {WSv: v <8 < ux} be the

families mentioned in Lemma 10. Define X0 = u U {ux A a: a < ux} and a topol-

ogy t0 on X0 as follows. Let us he the set of all isolated points in X0. For u < a, let

{{o)x A a} U B: B G u>, B* contains some Ws a for a ^ 5 < to,} be the local base at

the point (to, + a}. Observe that t0 is T2 by definition of Ws a's. Since {Ws a:

a<á<tO|} is a decreasing sequence for any fixed a, every point of A^ is a p-point,

i.e. for x G X0 and any countable neighborhoods G, of x, there is an open subset G

in XQ such that x G G G C\i<uG¡. It follows that A^ satisfies

(*) for any x G X0 and any countable subset A with x & A, there are disjoint open

subsets U and V such that x G U and A G V; and

(**) for any two mutually separated countable subsets A and B (i.e. A !1 B = A il

5=0), there are disjoint open subsets U and V such that A G U and B G V.
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The verification of (*) is easy. Actually, (*) and (**) are equivalent. It follows

from the next fact.

Fact 1. For any Hausdorff space X, (*) implies (**).

Indeed, let A — (tz,: i < to} and B = {b¡: i < u} he separated. Since X is Haus-

dorff, there are open subsets Gm and Hm (m, n < u) such that am G Gm, bn G Hm n

and Gm fl Hm n — 0 and open subsets Gm n and Hn such that am G Gm „, b„ G Hn

and Gm,„ D Hn = 0 for all m, n < cc. Let Um = Dn<m Gm>„ n Gm and Vn =

nms:n Hm<„ n H„. Let U = Um<u Um and V = U„<w V„. U and Fare as desired.

Note that under MA, (*) even implies that if A is countable and |5|<c, and

A il B — A il B — 0, then A and B can be separated by disjoint open neighbor-

hoods.

In the following, we are going to inductively build up Xa and ra for a < us, such

that:

(i) Ta is T2 and for a, < a2 < a, ( A^ , t„ ) is an open subspace of ( A" , t„2);

(ii) for 0 < a' < a and any infinite countable subset A G \Aß^a,Xß, there is a

cluster point in Xa,+X, and every point x G A*„+1\ Uj8<„A^ is a limit of some

sequence in U „c>, A1», where z> + 1 *£ a;

(iii) |Aa|=£ to, and A^+|\A^ is discrete and of size usx for ß < a;

(iv) Xa satisfies (*) (hence (**)).

Assume that Xß, rß have been defined for all ß < a.

Case (a), a is a limit ordinal.

Let Xa — Uj8<Q Xß and ra he generated by Uj8<a rß. It is trivial to verify (i)-(iii).

Check (iv). Consider the following

Fact 2. Let x G Xa and any countable subset A G Xa with x & C1T A, where

C1T A is the relative closure of A in Xa, then there are disjoint open subsets U and V

in Xa such that x G U and A G V.

Proof by induction. The conclusion of Fact 2 is true for x G X0, since each

point x G X0 is a p-point and Xa is Hausdorff. Assume that the conclusion is true

whenever x G Xß for ß < v < a. Now assume x G X„. Clearly, we can assume that

p = ß+ 1.
Let x he the limit of B — {b¡: t< u>} by (ii), such that B <lClTaA = 0. Note that

A and 5 are separated in Xa. Since Xa is Hausdorff, /I and B are separated by

disjoint open neighborhoods U and F by following the proof of Fact 1. Hence

{x} G Fand U, Vare as desired.

Case (b). a = /? + 2 is a successor ordinal.

Let A^+,\A^ = (xs: 8 < ux}. Suppose ^ = {Z^: £ < to,} is a MADF consisting

of countable subsets on usx. Define Ae — {xs: 8 G Dt) and rewrite Ac as {x¡ c:

i < u}. Now, consider all ordinals v with usx ■ (a A 1) < v < usx ■ (a A 2). Enu-

merate them as (z^: £ < ux} and let A^ = Xß+X U {z^: £ < usx}. Define ra in such a

way that the restriction of Ta on A^, is rß+x. For any point cf, let {r(} U U {G,:

« < z < to} be the basic neighborhoods of {vc}, where the G,'s are mutually disjoint

open neighborhoods of x, £ (i < ui), respectively. It is reasonable since Aß+, is

collectionwise Hausdorff restricted to countable families by (*).

(ii) and (iii) are obvious and (i) follows from (iv). For (iv), consider x and A as
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above. Let us do the same thing as we did in Case (a). Suppose that the conclusion

of Fact 2 is true for x' G Xß,, where ß' < v < a and v = 8 A 1 is a fixed ordinal. Let

x he the limit of a sequence B = {/>,: i < u} G Xs and A = {a¡: i < us} G Xa with

C1T A n (B U {x}) = 0. What we have to do is to show that A and B can be

separated by disjoint open subsets. Without loss of generality, it suffices to consider

two subcases.

Subcase (1). A G Xß+X. Since t^, is Hausdorff, it is easy to see that A (1 C1T B

= 0, hence A and B are separated in Xß+X, and they can be separated by disjoint

open neighborhoods by (iv).

Subcase (2). A G Xß+2\Xß+] and each am(m < us) is nonisolated in Xß+2. First

observe that every x G X0 can be separated from A by disjoint open neighborhoods.

According to the proof of Fact 1, we have to show that (I) each point bnG B can be

separated from A by disjoint open neighborhoods, and (II) each point am G A can

be separated from B by disjoint open neighborhoods. Let At be the sequence in the

MADF which converges to am G A. Since each At is closed and discrete in Xß+i,

Ae n B is finite whenever v — a or v < a. Thus B and Ac\,B are separated in Xß+X.

Now, (II) follows by using (**) in Xß+X and (I) is true because it is just the induction

hypothesis.

Case (c). a — X A 1, where X is a limit ordinal.

Let X„ î X and iF=(Ff:|<to,}be the ADF consisting of countable subsets of Xx

such that each F G^f only contains finitely many points of Xx \ Xx for any n.

Moreover, f is maximal with respect to the above property. The existence of f

follows from Lemma 9. For each £ < u>x, let Fc = {x,, e: i < w}. Define Xa = Xx U {v:

<o-A<j'<w-(A-r-l)}. Define ra in such a way that the restriction of ra on Xx is

tx and for any us ■ X A | (£ < ux), let {u ■ X A £} U U {G,: « < z < to} be the basic

neighborhoods of the point u ■ X A £, where the G,'s are mutually disjoint open

neighborhoods of x¡ c. The verification of (i), (ii) and (iv) is the same as we did. To

prove (ii), it suffices to observe that if A is an infinite subset of Xx without cluster

points in Xx, then it means that A il (Xx +\XX ) is finite for any zz, and hence A

has an infinite intersection with some Fc G 3\ u ■ X A | G C1T A.

Case (d). a = 1.

The definition of A, is like Case (b), but instead of Xß+x\Xß we use X0\u.

Assertion (ii) follows from Lemma 7(v) and the definition of Xx.

Finally, it is easy to see that Xis a T2 countably compact space and | A"|= ux. We

still have to prove

Claim. There are no convergent subsequences in w.

Proof. By induction. Clearly no points of Ao\to could be limits of any subse-

quences of w. If A = («,: i < u¡} G u, we have to show that no points in X are limits

of A. Suppose it is true for all ß < a. Let x G X¿\ U ß<aXß and jc = lim„ zn, where

{zn: n < us} G U^<aA^. For each n, there is a neighborhood G„ of zn and an

infinite subset An G A such that An (1 Gn — 0 by our induction hypotheses. Without

loss of generality, An+X G An and An — {knj: i < w} for all zz < to. Moreover, we

could assume that k„ „ G Am for all m > n, hence {k„ „: n < u>} G (1 „  A„. Thus
rl ,ll fit ' K.       II ,rl J       - fi <~- W <*

(Un<wG„) n {kn   : zz < to} = 0 and x is not a limit point of A.
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Remark 12. (i) Malyhin and Sapirovski proved that MA implies that every

separable countably compact space of size < c is compact. Is MA necessary there?

The answer is yes. It can be shown by induction that us is dense in X. Since any

compact space of size ux is sequentially compact [F], it follows that we just

constructed a T2, separable, countably compact, noncompact space of size < c in M.

(ii) It is easy to absolutely construct a T3 countably compact, nonsequentially

compact space of size c, e.g. see Example 3.10.19 in [E], but no such spaces of

size < c exist even consistently.

(iii) The following are generalizations of the above results.

(a) (MA) If a T2 countably compact space X = Ua<A. Xa (k < c), where the A^'s

are compact and sequential or | Xa |< c, then X is sequentially compact.

(b) (MA) If a T3 countably compact zc-space X = Ua<yt Xa (k < 2C), where the

Ara's are sequential, then X is sequentially compact.

(Assertion (b) is a simple corollary of a new result of Y. Tanaka.)

(c) (MA) If a T2 separable countably compact space x = Ua<jt Xa (k < c), where

the A^'s are compact, then A" is compact. (Compare with [MS, Corollary 1.4].)

The author is grateful to M. Rudin and the referee for helpful suggestions.
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